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Merkur Spielbanken Selects JCM Global Printers, Bill Validators for 
New Casino in Sachsen-Anhalt, Germany 

 
DÜSSELDORF, Germany (3 February 2015) – JCM Global has won another major, exclusive contract for its 
award-winning GEN3® and GEN2 Universal® printers. Merkur Spielbanken exclusively chose JCM printers for 
their new casino in Sachsen-Anhalt, Germany. Additionally, JCM will also install its award-winning iVIZION® bill 
validator.  
 
The casino is the first from gaming giant Gauselmann and will have 121 slots and 8 tables.  
 
Reinhard Wehner, Slots Manager for Merkur Spielbanken, said, “We chose JCM for its long outstanding reputation 
in the gaming industry. Noticing that JCM always wants to evolve and is offering innovative solutions for the casino 
operations, we are excited to monitor this progress and to have those solutions soon in our own operations.” 
 
JCM has an excellent, long-term relationship with Gauselmann. JCM EMEA General Manager Payam Zadeh said, 
“For many years, JCM and Gauselmann have enjoyed a very fruitful relationship, and we are very pleased to be a 
part of this incredibly exciting new venture. Our printers and bill validators have superior field-proven technology, 
outstanding reputations, and exploit the very latest technology. These factors, combined with our world-class levels 
of service and support, make JCM the perfect choice for operators, suppliers and integrators who want to make 
better connections with their customers.  
 
JCM is showing its advanced and diverse product portfolio of better, smarter, faster solutions on stand N3-220 at 
ICE Totally Gaming, underway now in London.  
 
About JCM Global  
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, gaming, kiosk, parking and 
retail industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM is trusted by operators, manufacturers and 
integrators on six continents. JCM provides innovative and award-winning bill validation technology, printer 
technology, system solutions and digital media solutions to customers worldwide. JCM’s secure automated 
transaction technologies empower operators to make even better connections with their consumers. For more 
information, connect with JCM at www.jcmglobal.com, on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter. 
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